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QUESTION 1

You want to model attribute2 as a code table in the following entity. 

Which two steps are required? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the domain definition for attribute2 to CODETABLE_CODE. 

B. Set the Type for SAMPLE_DOMAIN2 to CODETABLE_CODE. 

C. Define the code table name as a property of attribute2. 

D. Define the code table name as a property of SAMPLE_DOMAIN2. 

E. Define the code table name as a property of CODETABLE_CODE. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You discover a possible bug in the out-of-the-box application. 

A. Output from `build\\' configreport\\'. 

B. Tech Notes for the release. 

C. JMX statistics. 

D. CADG output. 

E. Custom code base. 

F. Screen shots. 

Correct Answer: ADF 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which statement about UIM pages is correct? 

A. A UIM page can appear in more than one component, and the version displayed at runtime depends on which
components the user is allowed to access. 

B. A UIM page cannot appear in more than one component. 

C. UIM pages appear in more than one component will be merged. 

D. If a UIM page appears in more than one component, only the page from the highest priority component will be
displayed at runtime. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_6.1.0/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
WebClientReference/r_WEBCREF_Reference1Attributes22.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine this fragment of UIM code: 

Which two statements about the UIM code are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Curamlogo.jpg corresponds to the name of an image file under the WebContent/Images directory. 

B. There can be no other UIM elements declared inside the CLUSTER. 

C. The IMAGE attribute can be specified as part of the CLUSTER element. 

D. The text associated with Image.Label.Logo is used as text for the image. 

E. A build client will fail because the IMAGE element should be declared inside a CONTAINER. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

For which two associations can you specify the shadow class types? (Choose two.) 

A. Subclassing. 

B. Assignable. 

C. Foreign Key. 
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D. Index. 

E. Aggregation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two exceptions are checked exceptions in IBM Cúram SPM? (Choose two.) 

A. curam.util.exception.AppException. 

B. curam.util.exception.AppRuntimeException. 

C. curam.util.exception.DatabaseException. 

D. curam.util.exception.RecordNotFoundException. 

E. curam.util.exception.InformationException. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
ServerDeveloper/r_SERDEV_Exceptions1UsingExceptions1.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A UIM page in the custom component contains the following SCRIPT element: 

In the web client application is installed in , which folder should you use to store MyJavaScript.js file? 

A. \components\WebContent 

B. \components\custom\javascript 

C. \components\custom\WebContent 

D. \components\javascript 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Reference: https://www.google.com/url?
sa=tandrct=jandq=andesrc=sandsource=webandcd=1andved=2ahUKEwjLgPfppYbnAhUJhRoKHUo8BoEQFjAAegQIAx
ACandurl=ftp%3A%2F%2Fpublic.dhe.ibm.com%2Fsoftware%2Fsolutions%2Fcuram% 2F6.0.5.0%2Fen%
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2Fpdf%2FDevelopers%2FCuramWebClientReferenceManual.pdfandusg=AOvVaw3-Zdp41RwPJ82gQTIodpu 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to return the total number of people who are under 21 and not studying or in employment. Which operation is
the most suitable to define for the Person Entity? 

A. readmulti 

B. nsreadmulti 

C. nkreadmulti 

D. ns. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
ServerModelling/r_SERMOD_Operations6NonstandardReadmultiGeneratedSql1.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Consider this warning in the source code editor when EmployerFactory is referenced: 

"Discouraged access: The type EmployerFactory is not accessible due to restriction on required library
EJBServer/components/core/lib/core.jar." 

Which annotation is EmployerFactory declared with? 

A. @AccessLevel(DEPRECATED) 

B. @AccessLevel(INTERNAL) 

C. @AccessLevel(EXTERNAL) 

D. @AccessLevel(RESTRICTED) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two tasks do you need to perform to ensure that the script loads the next time the database is built? (Choose
two.) 

A. Copy the IEG script into your custom DMX file. 

B. Copy the IEG script to your custom DMX file to reference the script. 

C. Modify the entry in the custom DMX file to reference the script. 

D. Replace the IEG script in the OOTB folder with the custom script. 
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E. Load the IEG script to the APPRESOURCE folder. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two statements about configurable validations are true? (Choose two.) 

A. All out-of-the-box validations are configurable. 

B. Configurable validations are disabled by default. 

C. Configurable validations are listed in the Analysis Documentation. 

D. Configurable validations can be enabled and disabled by using the Administration Suite. 

E. Configurable validation error messages are defined in the ValidationConfiguration.xml file. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_6.1.1/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
SystemAdministration/c_SYSCONFIGAppConfigEnableDisableValidations.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement about customizing code table items in a way that avoids conflicts during future upgrade is true? 

A. Continue the sequential names for the code items that already have been chosen by IBM. 

B. Update the code table item in the out-of-the-box (OOTB) file. 

C. Choose code item names that have different letter prefixes to any existing names. 

D. There is no limit to the length of the table item name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

You want to make a field on a page mandatory. 

Which task is valid? 

A. Configure the Allow_Nulls property of the entity\\'s attribute to be set to false. 

B. Configure the Require_Mandatory property of the entity\\'s attribute to be set to true. 

C. Specify the name of the field in the Mandatory_Fields property of the modeled operation\\'s argument struct. 

D. Write a custom Java function to check for a value being present and specify the function on the
Custom_Validation_Function_Name property of the relevant domain definition. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS8S5A_7.0.9/com.ibm.curam.content.doc/
ServerModelling/ctr_CuramServerModellingGuide.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two statements about domain plug-ins are true? (Choose two.) 

A. They are associated with domain definitions via domain definition property in RSA. 

B. They are inherited from parent domain definitions. 

C. They perform validation checks defined as domain definition properties. 

D. They are implemented by using JSP Scriptlets. 

E. They execute in the EJB container. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15

When customizing out-of-the-box (OOTB) artifacts in RSA, which customization is compliant? 

A. Modifying relationships in place between OOTB classes. 

B. Assigning OOTB structs to other OOTB structs. 

C. Creating a new foreign key where the OOTB Entity is the child. 

D. Assigning a custom struct to an OOTB struct or entity. 

Correct Answer: A 
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